Some Answers from the Mother

to the minimum that is indispensable to organise the existence
of 110 to 120 people and to avoid movements that would be
detrimental to the achievement of our yogic aim.
What do you say to this? Isn’t it tempting? Will you ever
have the time or the possibility to come here? Once you did let
me hope for a visit.
I would like to show you our “establishment”. It has just
acquired four houses which I bought in my name to simplify the
legal technicalities; but it goes without saying that I do not own
them. I think I have already explained the situation to you and
I want to take advantage of this opportunity to remind you of
it. The Ashram with all its real estate and moveable property
belongs to Sri Aurobindo, it is his money that enables me to
meet the almost formidable expenses that it entails (our annual
budget averages one “lakh” of rupees, which at the present rate
of exchange corresponds approximately to 650,000 francs); and
if my name sometimes appears (on bank accounts, purchase of
houses, of automobiles, etc.), it is, as I already told you, a matter
of convenience for the papers and signatures, since it is I who
“manage” everything, but not because I really own them. You
will readily understand why I am telling you all this; it is so you
can bear it in mind just in case.
10 February 1933

*
Your last letter refers to current events and betrays some anxiety
which is certainly not unfounded. In their ignorant unconsciousness men set moving forces they are not even aware of and soon
these forces get more and more out of their control and bring
about disastrous results. The earth seems to be shaken almost
entirely by a terrible ﬁt of political and social epilepsy through
which the most dangerous forces of destruction do their work.
Even here, in this poor little nook, we have not escaped the
general malady. For three or four days the forces at work were
ugly and could justiﬁably cause anxiety, and a great confusion
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